
CHORAL SPEAKING TEXTS

CHORAL SPEAKING â€œMOTHER NATUREâ€• A very good morning to The honourable judges, loyal timekeeper,
teachers and all our fellow friends, We, students of SK Lubok For the first time, will entertain you with Our choral
speaking entitled Mother Nature. E-A-R-T-H (individual) Earth!.

ALL-A fridge???? Language, Reading Use of choral speaking to demonstrate the interpretation of a given text.
Students will need to have access to copies of the poem selected. Hear me roar! We seek a nation that is truly
one nation. Diwali Vartikah] A harmonious blend unlike any in the world. A symbol of our aspirations. We
must ensure that the benefits are shared. Following the first recitation, encourage the students to make the
poem more exciting by emphasizing vocal elements in their reading. Students may experiment with canon,
rounds, pair, small group or solo sections within a choral reading involving the whole group. As young women
reaching out to women everywhere, Remind ourselves of the many important roles we play in society We can
succeed if we want and are assets to our country Have you heard of the saying, "Behind every successful man
is a woman? Sipadan - a haven for divers Penang - Pearl of the Orient Malacca - Historical City Terengganu -
home to the leather back turtles Sarawak - Land of the hornbills Come one, come all if you will. This is
Aleeza here. B solo -Boom! They could use gestures, large actions or even choreograph some movement
phrases. So divine.. One in which all Malaysians can share. Syeikh Muszaffar A giant leap for all Malaysians
He is the symbol of the possible If he can do it so can we. ALL-Malaysia can do it,yeah! Agony of defeat,
glory of success weve made of presence felt in more ways than one. Malaysia, Truly Asia. They are from
Grik! Section Definition The reading or reciting of a text by a group. Malaysia is a multi - racial country. So
refine.. Not our cup of tea! They are delicious And nutritious Our famous Sarawak Kek Lapis Can be exported
to the rest of the world, you know [individual] So defined.. ALL-We would like to present to you Mulu Caves
and Kinabalu are World Heritage Sites We the present generation Must ensure that our flora and fauna And
our rich biodiversity must remain intact We must safeguard it for our future generations. Repeat the choral
reading of the poem several times, introducing and experimenting with different elements, deciding as a class
how each element works best for the performance of this poem: Dynamics: Volume Pitch: the highness, or
lowness of sound Tempo: speed Tone: light, medium or heavy sounds For more advanced lessons, develop the
use of voice production stages: Respiration, Phonation, Resonation, Articulation. Malaysians, we must have a
sense of fairness, a common sense approach to the world People will share if they have their fair share. The
internet cannot be neglected. Weve dances from joget to ngajat All swaying beautiful to our angklong In our
baju kurung, cheongsam and sari We have Malaysians who have made us proud Datuk Jimmy Choo,[the
cheapest pair cost RM! Cyberspace has become an important platform For people to get what they want Its the
preferred choice among the younger generation. Preparation for a performance may involve interpretation of
the text; experimentation with language, rhythm, volume, pace, and different numbers of voices; and rehearsal.
Datuk Bernard Chandran - the fashion designer extraordinaire! ALL-True,it's true! They will listen if they are
listened to So we must create a nation where there is a fair ashare for all. In the world of sports weve our fair
share of joys and tears. Next, recite the poem with the students everyone speaking at the same time.
C-"Welcome to Malaysian aromatic public toilets,Aloha! B-It's a fridge! Wa jiak pah liaw?


